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Prague, 20  th   July, 2017: The 7  th   edition of the GENERALI CEE Cup, an international football tournament
of players under 19 years of age, will once again take place in Prague. The tournament, the only of its
kind for U19 teams from Central and Eastern Europe, begins on July 20th. A total of 12 teams from all
over the world, divided into 4 groups, will compete at four different Prague stadiums. Ten experienced
referees hailing from Germany, Hungary and Slovakia will supervise the matches. The tournament will
culminate with the final on July 26  th   at the Bohemians 1905 Ďolíček Stadium in Vršovice.

Prague's Sparta, the reigning champions of last year's edition, and Slavia will represent Czech football.
A trio of English teams, Leicester, Everton and Burnley, will also compete for the overall victory. The
traditionally  strong  representatives  of  Macedonian  Pandev's  Balkan  School  in  Sarajevo  are  also
hopeful to leave their mark. As far as Slovak football goes, Nitra will be there to represent it, and there
even will be the two times winner Hungarians from Györ. The Romanian Academia De Fotball Sport
Team and Altinordu, the largest Turkish football academy from Izmir, will be also participating. Finally,
we have a Canadian team from Ontario, the Prostars, whom have come the longest way to play in the
tournament.

Even  this  year,  Jan  Suchopárek,  the  coach  of  the  U19  Czech  Republic  team, took  over
patronage of the tournament.  "For  me, the  tournament is  a welcome  confrontation of  Czech
footballers against international teams. It provides me with a better picture of who would be able
to perform at the national level," says the Czech coach, whose team just recently played the
semifinals in the EURO Cup. The GENERALI CEE Cup is held in high regard. "It is not by chance
that the tournament is spoken of as a show of world talent. I personally like that, in addition to
some new players, you can also watch different game styles," he adds.

Just like last year, Prague will again host the tournament. "The GENERALI CEE Cup is intrinsic to
the capital of the Czech Republic, as well as Czech sport,"  said Petr Dolínek, Prague Councilor for
Transport, Sport and Leisure. Thanks to the tournament, the capital becomes the center for
sporting events in Central and Eastern Europe.

The big winners on July 26th will be the children. The day will start at 15:00, with Living Solution's ‚Kids'
Football Day football nursery, with awards for participating. As in previous years, proceeds from the
final will be donated to UNICEF.

"The money raised will this time go towards a program that helps hungry children in Rwanda. The
greater  the  amount, the  more  livestock  it  will  be  possible  to  buy,"  explains Pavla  Gomba, the
UNICEF ČR Executive Director.

This  year's  prestigious  tournament  will  be  supported  by  Generali  a.s.  "Sport  is  one  of  the
cornerstones of a healthy lifestyle, plus football is a team sport, which reflects the values  of our
company  precisely," says  Jan Marek, spokesperson  for  the  press. For  this  reason this  year's
motto is the old adage – winning is not important, participating is.
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For more information about the GENERALI CEE Cup 2017, visit www.ceecup.org, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

If you have questions, please contact:
Vojtěch Ondráček
Organizing Committee GENERALI CEE Cup
Čermákova 7, 120 00 Praha 2
Tel: +420 720 954 630
E-mail: media@ceecup.org
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